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Technological Revolution

A period in which a technology (or several) is replaced in a short amount of time, creating innovations and 
abrupt changes in society.

~1870-1914~1760-1840 ~1950

3rd Industrial Revolution
computers, 
communication 
technology

2nd Industrial Revolution
steel production, the
telegraph, the railroad 
network, gas and water 
supply, electrical power 
and telephone, 
production line

1st Industrial Revolution 
from hand to machine 
production, increasing 
use of steam and water 
power

Source: wikipedia



Industry 4.0

Trend towards automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies, inclusion of the internet 
of things, cloud computing, artificial intelligence.

~1870-1914~1760-1840 ~1950

3rd Industrial Revolution

2nd Industrial Revolution

1st Industrial Revolution
STEAM

Source: wikipedia

ELECTRICITY

COMPUTING

Combinations of hardware, 
software, and biology, 
advances in 
communication and 
connectivity, in robotics, 
artificial intelligence, 
nanotechnology, quantum 
computing, biotechnology 
(Schwab, Executive Chairman, 

World Economic Forum, 2015)

4th Industrial Revolution
CONNECTIVITY





Industry 4.0 follows the adoption of computers and automation and 
enhances it with smart systems powered by actionable data. This means 
data that is parsed and interpreted via analytics, to extract knowledge 
and insights which in turn support businesses and industries.



Statistical Data Analysis/Analytics
o Data analytics workflow

Descriptive Analytics
o Mean, median, mode
o Quartiles and boxplots
o Variance and standard deviation

Predictive Analytics
o Decision trees
o Linear discriminant

Prescriptive Analytics and Machine Learning



Data analytics
The discovery, interpretation, and communication of meaningful patterns in data.

Descriptive
What has happened?

Predictive
What will happen?

Prescriptive
What should I do?



Data Analytics Workflow

Real world
Raw data is 

collected
Data is 

processed

Build a data 
product

Communicate, 
Visualize, Report 

findings

Clean data

(Exploratory) 
data analysis

Machine 
learning, 
statistical 
models

Source: "Doing Data Science" by R. Schutt and C. O'Neil)



Data Analytics Workflow

Real world
Raw data is 
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Communicate, 
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data analysis

Machine 
learning, 
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modelsCustomer relationship management (CRM)

Point of sale (POS)
Human Resource (HR)
Enterprise resource planning (ERP)
Network fault management

Sensor/IoT



Data Analytics Workflow

Real world
Raw data is 

collected

Build a data 
product

Communicate, 
Visualize, Report 

findings

(Exploratory) 
data analysis

Machine 
learning, 
statistical 
models

Data is 
processed

Clean data

Format of the data
Structured vs unstructured data
Data type (numerical, alphanumerical,…)



Data Analytics Workflow

Real world
Raw data is 

collected

Build a data 
product

Communicate, 
Visualize, Report 

findings

Data is 
processed

Clean data

What this class is about: we assume clean 
data and will perform some data analysis.

Machine 
learning, 
statistical 
models

(Exploratory) 
data analysis



Data Analytics Workflow

Real world
Raw data is 

collected
Data is 

processed

Build a data 
product

Communicate, 
Visualize, Report 

findings

Clean data

(Exploratory) 
data analysis

Machine 
learning, 
statistical 
models

Importance of visualization and 
communication (higher management, 
decision makers, customers, stake holders,...).



Statistical Data Analysis/Analytics
o Data analytics workflow

Descriptive Analytics
o Mean, median, mode
o Quartiles and boxplots
o Variance and standard deviation

Predictive Analytics
o Decision trees
o Linear discriminant

Prescriptive Analytics and Machine Learning

Communicate, 
Visualize, Report 

findings

Clean data

Machine 
learning, 
statistical 
models

(Exploratory) 
data analysis



Descriptive (data) analytics
Analysis and interpretation of historical data which gives insight into the past.





Number of likes

Number of posts

Number of tweets

Average response time

Average number of replies per post

Sale/Retail

Total stock in inventory

Average dollars spent per customer

Year over year change in sales

Regional sales

Customer attrition

Web/Digital Marketing 
(social analytics/metrics)

Sales/Retail

Examples



Descriptive Analytics: what for?

For summarizing, describing different aspects of your business.

For reviewing regional sales, customer attrition rate/churn, success of a 
marketing campaign.

For summarizing social metrics, e.g. Facebook likes, tweets, followers, which 
in turn provide information about "hot" or "new" trends (e.g. food, travel, 
app), about the success of digital marketing.

For reporting your company's production, operations, finance.

For reporting faults (when? where? how many?)



Mean

Given a list of numbers (data set), the quantity obtained by adding up all the numbers and then 

dividing by the size of the list (this is ``the average" you are used to).

List 1={1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7}: we add up the numbers 1+2+4+4+4+6+7 = 28, 
there are 7 numbers in the list, so the mean is 28/7 = 4.

Examples

List 2={1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5, 7, 9}: we add up the numbers 1+2+2+3+5+5+7+9 = 34,
there are 8 numbers in the list, so the mean is 34/8.

List 3={3, 1, 2, 5, 4, 6, 8}: we add up the numbers 3+1+2+5+4+6+8 = 29,
there are 7 number in the list, so the mean is 29/7.



List 1={1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7}: the middle value is 4 since {1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7}, the median is 4.Examples

List 2={1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5, 7, 9}: there are two middle values, 3 and 5, so the median in 
this case is given by (3+5)/2 = 4.

List 3={3, 1, 2, 5, 4, 6, 8}: we start by sorting the list to get {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8}, so the 
median is 4.

Median

Given a list of numbers (data set), the middle value in this list.



List 1={1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7}: the mode is 4 since 4 appears three times.Examples

List 2={1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5, 7, 9}: there are two modes (bimodal), since both 2 and 5 
appear twice.

List 3={3, 1, 2, 5, 4, 6, 8}: there is no mode since no value appears more than once.

Mode

Given a list of numbers (data set), the value that appears most often in this list.



Mean-Median-Mode
List Mean Median Mode

{1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7} 4 4 4

{1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5, 7, 9} 34/8 4 2 ,5

{3, 1, 2, 5, 4, 6, 8} 29/7 4 none

Advantage of the median over the mean: it is less skewed by a small proportion of extremely 
large/small values, thus it may give a better idea of a what is a typical value.

Example: household income or assets.

"As of mid-March 2017, Bezos was the world’s third-richest man, according to Forbes, with a 
net worth of around $73 billion, behind only Bill Gates and Warren Buffett."
Sources: wikipedia, http://money.com/money/4738275/jeff-bezos-wealth-amazon-highest-paid-worker/



Quartiles (1st, 2nd, 3rd)

If the list size is an odd number, you may either remove/use 
twice the median when computing the 1st and 3rd quartile.

1st quartile (Q1) = the middle number between the smallest number and the median. 
2nd quartile (Q2) = the median of the data.
3rd quartile (Q3) = the middle value between the median and the largest number.

List 1={1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7}: the median (=2nd quartile) is 4 since {1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7}.
If we consider {1, 2, 4}, {4, 6, 7}, the 1st quartile is 2, the 3rd quartile is 6. 
If we consider {1, 2, 4, 4}, {4, 4, 6, 7}, the 1st quartile is (2+4)/2=3, the 3rd quartile is 
(4+6)/2=5. 

Examples

List 2={1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5, 7, 9}: there are two middle values, 3 and 5, so the median 
(=2nd quartile) is given by (3+5)/2 = 4.
Split the list into {1, 2, 2, 3}, {5, 5, 7, 9}, the 1st quartile is 2, the 3rd quartile is 6.



Boxplots

List 2={1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5, 7, 9}: the median (Q2) is given by (3+5)/2 = 4.
Split the list into {1, 2, 2, 3}, {5, 5, 7, 9}, the 1st quartile (Q1) is 2, the 3rd quartile (Q3) is 6.

Q2

Q1

Q3

2

6

4

8

whisker

End of whisker
Variation 1: minimum and 
maximum of the list.



You are given a list of numbers, and you know how to compute the mean. 

Standard deviation and Variance

List 1={1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7}: we add up the numbers 1+2+4+4+4+6+7 = 28, 
there are 7 numbers in the list, so the mean is 28/7 = 4.

Example

There are many lists (of 7 elements) that give the same mean of 4, e.g. {1,1,1,6,6,6,7}.
We would like to know how spread apart numbers are from the mean.

So we look at the differences of each number and the mean: {1-4=-3, 2-4=-2, 4-4=0, 4-4=0, 4-4=0, 6-4=2, 7-4=3}
o What do we do with negative differences that cancel out positive ones? (e.g. 1-4 and 7-4)

What about ignoring the sign (absolute value): {|1-4|=3, |2-4|=2, |4-4|=0, |4-4|=0,|4-4|=0,|6-4|=2,|7-4|=3}
o The values 2 and 6 contribute to |2-4|=2 and |6-4|=2, thus 4. If we had the values 1 and 5 instead of 2 and 

6, we would still get |1-4|=3 and |5-4|=1, also for a sum of 4. Are they equally spread out?

Consider the square differences: {(1-4)2=9, (2-4)2=4, (4-4)2=0, (4-4)2=0, (4-4)2=0, (6-4)2=2, (7-4)2=3}
o Now (2-4)2+(6-4)2 =8, while (1-4)2+(5-4)2 =10.



Variance

Given a list of numbers and its mean, the quantity obtained by first summing the square differences 

of each number and the mean, and then dividing by the size of the list.

Standard deviation

Given a list of numbers and its variance, the quantity obtained by computing the square root of the variance.

Example List 1={1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7}, mean = 4: the square differences are {(1-4)2=9, (2-4)2=4, (4-
4)2=0, (4-4)2=0, (4-4)2=0, (6-4)2=2, (7-4)2=3} , we sum them to get 9+4+2+3, and finally 
we divide by 7 to find that the variance is: (9+4+2+3)/7 = 18/7 

Both are measures of spread of the data (how far the data is spread with respect to the mean).
Variance versus standard deviation: The standard deviation remains in the same scale as the data.

Example List 1={1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7}, variance = 18/7: its standard deviation is                .18/7



Case study: Bitcoin statistics

Daily return = the difference between each 
day’s closing and opening price, as a percentage 
of the opening price = return of buying on the 
open and selling on the close.

Source: https://www.hiveex.com/news/bitcoin-descriptive-statistics



Case study: Bitcoin statistics

Source: https://www.hiveex.com/news/bitcoin-descriptive-statistics

Median: 
it is positive (0.20%),
o more days of positive return than 

negative.
smaller than the mean,
o daily expected returns are 

positively skewed towards 
particularly positive values.



Case study: Bitcoin statistics

Source: https://www.hiveex.com/news/bitcoin-descriptive-statistics

Range = difference between the highest 
and lowest expected daily return. 
Its lowest value (Min) was -22.93%, 
its highest value (Max) was 41.68%.



Statistical tools for descriptive analytics: summary

o Mean
o Median
o Mode
o Quartiles
o Boxplot
o Variance
o Standard deviation



Questions (I)

Which concept of descriptive statistics do we need:
1. To compute the average of a data set?
2. To compute the spread of values within a data set?
3. To find the most frequent data within a data set?
4. To compute the middle of the data?

Which statistics are displayed in boxplots?

List one visualization technique seen in this course, and at least one that you might have 
encountered.



Statistical Data Analysis/Analytics
o Data analytics workflow

Descriptive Analytics
o Mean, median, mode
o Quartiles and boxplots
o Variance and standard deviation

Predictive Analytics
o Decision trees
o Linear discriminant

Prescriptive Analytics and Machine Learning

Communicate, 
Visualize, Report 

findings

Clean data

Machine 
learning, 
statistical 
models

(Exploratory) 
data analysis



Predictive (data) analytics
Analysis and interpretation of historical data to identify trends/patterns/relationships, that give 

possible insight into the future.



Examples

Sentiment analysis based on posts

Targeted Content Distribution

Sale/Retail

Trends in sales based on purchase 
patterns

Forecasting customer behavior

Forecasting inventory levels

Personalized recommendations

Predicting the amount of sales

Web/Digital Marketing

Sales/Retail

Credit score

Likelihood to pay credit bills on time

Financial Institutions

Forecast demand for inputs, 
operations and inventory

Supply Chain

Forecasting component failures

Preventing hazards

Engineering/Transports



Risk management uses analytics to predict potential 
problems, calculate the likelihood of the problematic 
issues, and identify backup solutions and contingency 
plans.

More examples

Fault prediction for a given piece of equipment 
helps manufacturers/engineers plan repairing, 
avoiding delays and further complications.

Demand forecasting gives a better control 
of the inventory better and reduces the 
storage of products.

Price optimization looks for the best price for 
both buyers and sellers and can increase the 
seller's profit.

Applications of predictive analytics to health include
predicting epidemics or predicting the likelihood of a 
patient to end up in intensive care due to changes in 
e.g. environmental conditions.

Predictive analytics improves weather 
forecasting.

Insurance firms can lessen losses within risk 
tolerances, thanks to predictive analytics for
risk assessment.



Some numbers

The current Airbus A350 model has a total of close to 6,000 sensors across the entire plane and 

generates 2.5 Tb of data per day (source:https://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/that-s-data-science-

airbus-puts-10-000-sensors-in-every-single )

Currently, each vehicle has an average of 60-100 sensors on board. Because cars are rapidly getting 

“smarter” the number of sensors is projected to reach as many as 200 sensors per car. These numbers translate 

to approximately 22 billion sensors used in the automotive industry per year by 2020. (source:

http://www.automotivesensors2017.com/)

Number of netflix users: 151.59 millions in 2019
(source:https://expandedramblings.com/index.php/netflix_statistics-facts/)

Number of facebook users: 1.63 billion daily active users on average, 2.45 billion monthly
active users as of September 30, 2019.
(source:https://newsroom.fb.com)



Predictive (data) analytics: what for?

For setting realistic goals for your business, for effective planning and 
restraining expectations.

For designing an effective business strategy.

For detecting problems before they even occur (e.g. maintenance of machines/vehicles).



Decision tree

A decision tree is a decision support tool that uses a tree-like model of decisions and their 

possible consequences.



o Context: credit
o Data available: historical customer data
o Question: how likely is a write-off for a given new customer?

Name Balance Age Employed Write-off

Mike $200'000 42 no yes

Mary $35'000 33 yes no

Claudio $115'000 40 no no

Robert $29'000 23 yes yes

Dora $72'000 31 no no

(Source: Data Science for Business by Foster Provost, Tom Fawcett)

Decision problem



Classification (or decision) tree: 
there are several variations of 
decision trees.

Employed

Balance

Age

Name Balance Age Employed Write-off

Mike $200'000 42 no yes

Mary $35'000 33 yes no

Claudio $115'000 40 no no

Robert $29'000 23 yes yes

Dora $72'000 31 no no
Not write-off

Not write-off

yes no

<50K ≥50K

<45 ≥45

Not write-off Write-off

Decision tree: attempt



Question: which attributes to choose (balance, age, employed) to best distinguish write-offs 
from non-write-offs?

We would like to have groups as pure as possible.

The most common splitting criterion is called information gain. It relies on a purity measure 
called entropy (Shannon, 1948).

pi = relative percentage of property i

entropy = -p1 log2(p1)-p2 log2(p2) -…

Decision tree: purity



Name Balance Age Employed Write-off

Mike $200'000 42 no yes

Mary $35'000 33 yes no

Claudio $115'000 40 no no

Robert $29'000 23 yes yes

Dora $72'000 31 no no

Examples

pi = relative percentage of property i

entropy = -p1 log2(p1)-p2 log2(p2) -…

Employed / non-employed 2/5 employed, 3/5 not employed -(2/5)log2(2/5)-(3/5)log2(3/5) = 0.97095

Age <45 / Age ≥45 5/5 aged < 45, 0/5 aged ≥45 -1 log2(1) = 0

Age < 30, Age 30-40, Age > 40 1/5 aged < 30, 3/5 aged 30-40, -(1/5)log2(1/5)-(3/5)log2(3/5)

Write-off / non-write-off 2/5 write-off, 3/5 non-write-off -(2/5)log2(2/5)-(3/5)log2(3/5) = 0.97095

1/5 aged>40 -(1/5)log2(1/5) = 1.3710



Intuition

Example

Entropy is a purity measure: if the attribute gives pure groups, the entropy is 0, if the attribute gives 
impure groups, the entropy is large (it is at most log2(number of elements in the group)).

Attribute: Age <45 / Age ≥45, entropy = 0 

Attribute: Write-off / non-write-off, entropy = 0.97095 (it is at most 1)

Using entropy to measure purity, the concept of information gain (IG) is used to measure how informative an 
attribute is with respect to our target, namely how much gain in information the attributes gives us with 
respect to our target if we split groups (and thus branch out) accordingly:

Example
Target: Write-off /non-write-off
Which splitting gives the most information about write-off?

Balance

<50K ≥50K

Balance

<30K ≥30K



Say the attribute we split on (Balance) has k values
(k=2). The original group is called the parent group.
The result of splitting on the attribute values gives k 
children groups. How much information has the 
splitting of this attribute provided? 
That depends on how much purer the children are 
than the parent, namely how much would the 
knowledge of the attribute (Balance) increase our 
knowledge of the target (write-off)?

Information gain

Balance

<30K ≥30K

Parent group

Child group 1,
named c1,
Balance <30K 

Child group 2,
named c2,
Balance ≥30K 

Splitting off a group with one member gives a set which is pure, it may not be as good as splitting the 
parent set into two large relatively pure subsets.

IG(parent, children) = entropy(parent)-[p(c1)entropy(c1)+p(c2)entropy(c2)...]

Proportion of members of c1 among the members of the parent group



Name Balance Age Employed Write
-off

Mike $200'000 42 no yes

Mary $35'000 33 yes no

Claudio $115'000 40 no no

Robert $29'000 23 yes yes

Dora $72'000 31 no no

Examples

Example

Target: Write-off / non-write-off, 
entropy = 0.97095 (it is at most 1)

(very impure)

IG(write-off, children) = 0.97095-
[p(c1)entropy(c1)+p(c2)entropy(c2)]

Example Balance

<50K ≥50K

Balance

<30K ≥30K

c1 = {Mary,Robert}, c2={Mike,Claudio,Dora} c1 = {Robert}, c2={Mike,Claudio,Dora,Mary}

entropy(c1)=-(1/2)log2(1/2)-(1/2)log2(1/2)=1
entropy(c2)=-(1/3)log2(1/3)-(2/3)log2(2/3)=0.91830

entropy(c1)=-(1)log2(1) = 0
entropy(c2)=-(1/4)log2(1/4)-(3/4)log2(3/4)=0.81128

p(c1)=2/5,p(c2)=3/5 p(c1)=1/5,p(c2)=4/5

IG(write-off,balance) = 0.97095 - (2/5)-(3/5)0.91830 
= 0.019970

IG(write-off,balance) = 0.97095 -(4/5)0.81128
= 0.32193



Examples (continued)

Example

Target: Write-off / non-write-off, 
entropy = 0.97095 (it is at most 1)

(very impure)

IG(write-off, children) = 0.97095-[p(c1)entropy(c1)+p(c2)entropy(c2)]

Example
Balance

<50K ≥50K

Balance

<30K ≥30K

IG(write-off,balance) = 0.97095 - (2/5)-(3/5)0.91830 
= 0.019970

IG(write-off,balance) = 0.97095 -(4/5)0.81128 = 0.32193

Children groups are purer 
with this attribute, their 
entropy is less, therefore 
the information gain is 
more.

Information gain measures the change in entropy due 
to any amount of new information being added.



Tree induction (divide-and-conquer approach): 
o start with the whole dataset,
o try to create the “purest” subgroups possible using the attributes, obtain the “split” that yields the largest 

information gain.
o The obtained subgroups are smaller versions of the initial problem.
o Take each data subgroup and recursively apply attribute selection to find the best split.
o This algorithm will stop eventually (all groups contain one element or all attributes have been exhausted).
o Best stopping criterion? (if not all groups are pure)

Decision tree: iterations



Balance

Not write-off
(Mary)

yes no

<41 ≥41

Not write-off
(Claudio,Dora)

Name Balance Age Employed Write-off

Mike $200'000 42 no yes

Mary $35'000 33 yes no

Claudio $115'000 40 no no

Robert $29'000 23 yes yes

Dora $72'000 31 no no
Write-off
(Robert)

Employed

Name Balance Age Employed Write-off

Mike $200'000 42 no yes

Claudio $115'000 40 no no

Dora $72'000 31 no no

Age

Write-off
(Mike)

Examples (continued)

<30K ≥30K



Linear discriminant analysis

A method used to find linear combinations of attributes that 

characterizes two (or more) classes of objects.



Name Balance Age Employed Write-off

Mike $200'000 42 no yes

Mary $35'000 33 yes no

Claudio $115'000 40 no no

Robert $29'000 23 yes yes

Sally $73'000 31 no yes

Balance

Age

Example: geometry



Age = (1/10)(Balance)+25
Balance = 0, Age =25
Balance = 200K, Age = 45

Example: geometry (continued)

Balance

Age



Age - (1/10) Balance - 25 =0

if Age - (1/10) Balance - 25 > 0 Linear discriminant: it characterizes (discriminates)
between the groups (or classes, here two of them). 
Also called a linear classifier.

Linear discriminant

Linear combinations = weighted sum of attributes

if Age - (1/10) Balance - 25 ≤ 0
Class(x) =

(constant 1)(attribute 1)+ (constant 2)(attribute 2) 
+constant 3 = 0



Decision tree: geometry

Balance

<41 ≥41

Age

<100K ≥100K

Balance

Age

Age

<32 ≥32



Linear discriminant vs Decision tree

Boundaries: 
o Perpendicular to the attribute axes for classification trees
o Any direction/orientation for linear classifiers

This is because
o A single attribute is selected at a time for trees
o Weighted combinations of all attributes are looked at for 

linear classifiers

Classification trees segments the space recursively into regions 
that could become arbitrarily small. 

A linear classifier places a single boundary (with freedom in the 
orientation) for the whole space. 



Statistical tools for predictive analytics: summary

o Classification (decision) tree
o Entropy
o Information gain
o Divide-and-conquer algorithm
o Linear discriminant
o Weighted sum



Questions (II)

1. What does entropy measure?
2. What does information gain measure?
3. A set which is pure has (a) high, (b) low entropy.
4. Describe the geometry of decision trees and linear discriminant.



Statistical Data Analysis/Analytics
o Data analytics workflow

Descriptive Analytics
o Mean, median, mode
o Quartiles and boxplots
o Variance and standard deviation

Predictive Analytics
o Decision trees
o Linear discriminant

Prescriptive Analytics and Machine Learning

Communicate, 
Visualize, Report 

findings
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Machine 
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Prescriptive (data) analytics
(Typically iterative) analysis and interpretation of data to identify 

trends/patterns/relationships, evaluate possible future outcomes, and advise on the best 
course of action.



Prescriptive (data) analytics: more

Relies on optimization (optimize the outcome), statistical models (simulate the future), 
descriptive and predictive analytics, is considered complex.

Typically takes in new data to re-predict and re-prescribe, to improve prediction 
accuracy.

May use different datasets, including historical data, but also for example real-time data 
feeds.

Uses machine learning.



Examples

Aurora Health Care system saved $6 million annually by using prescriptive analytics to 
reduce re-admission rates by 10%.
Source: https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/healthcare-prescriptive-analytics-market-to-experience-
significant-growth-during-the-forecast-period-2016-2022-2019-08-20

Prescriptive maintenance for aviation with Boeing's AnalytX platform.
(Source: https://www.boeing.com/features/innovation-quarterly/nov2018/btj-analytics.page)



For providing users with advice on what action to take.

Prescriptive (data) analytics: what for?

For taking advantage of future opportunities, mitigating a future 
risk, understanding the implications of different decisions.



Machine learning
Study of algorithms and statistical models that computer systems use to perform tasks, without 

explicit instructions, instead relying on patterns and inferences.



Supervised learning versus unsupervised learning 

Supervised learning: you are given a ground truth (e.g. historical data), and the goal is to best 
evaluate the patterns/relationships available, to get the best prediction on new data.

Unsupervised learning: there is no ground truth, the goal is to infer structures within the data.



Supervised learning 

Supervised learning: you are given a ground truth (e.g. historical data), and the goal is to best 
evaluate the patterns/relationships available, to get the best prediction on new data.

Classification: predicts in which group to classify a new data point (discrete)

Regression: predicts a value attached to a new data point (continuous)

Given a real estate dataset of houses:
o At which price to sell? Regression
o Is a house costly, affordable, cheap? Classification

Example



Supervised learning: classification 

Yes, decision trees and linear discriminant 
analysis can indeed be considered ``machine 
learning" algorithms for supervised learning.



Unsupervised learning

Unsupervised learning: there is no ground truth, the goal is to infer structures within the data.

Clustering: group together items/data points into clusters such that points in a cluster are 
more similar to each other than to those in other clusters?



Unsupervised learning : example



Questions (III)

1. What is the main difference between supervised and unsupervised 
learning?

2. Classification is considered a task of (a) supervised learning, (b) 
unsupervised learning.

3. Clustering is considered a task of (a) supervised learning, (b) 
unsupervised learning.

4. Given a data base of customers, you need to decide whether a 
customer will leave or stay. Which learning task is involved?

5. Given a data base of faults in a system, you need to decide the 
likelihood of a new fault happening. Which learning task is involved?



Excel,
Python, R
SAP
Google Analytics
Tableau

Tools

Source: https://analyticstraining.com/10-most-popular-analytic-tools-in-business/



Conclusion

Real world
Raw data is 

collected
Data is 
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Build a data 
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Communicate, 
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findings
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(Exploratory) 
data analysis

Machine 
learning, 
statistical 
models



Thank you

References: 
"Doing Data Science" by R. Schutt and C. O'Neil
"Data Science for Business" by Foster Provost, Tom Fawcett



Answers (I)

Which concept of descriptive statistics do we need:
1. To compute the average of a data set? The mean.
2. To compute the spread of values within a data set? The variance or the standard deviation. 
3. To find the most frequent data within a data set? The mode.
4. To compute the middle of the data? The median.

Which statistics are displayed in boxplots? The quartiles. Then there are variations of 
boxplots where different statistics are included in the whiskers, e.g. we saw the minimum 
and the maximum, but other statistics could be present as well in other variations.

List one visualization technique seen in this course, and at least one that you might have 
encountered. Boxplots, you may have encountered histograms, pie charts, scatter plots 
for example.



Answers (II)

1. What does entropy measure? It measures im/purity (of a set) or un/certainty.  
2. What does information gain measure? A change of knowledge about the target 

given the knowledge of an attribute.
3. A set which is pure has (a) high, (b) low entropy. Low entropy (the lowest is 0).
4. Describe the geometry of decision trees and linear discriminant. Decision trees 

have boundaries which are perpendicular to the attribute axes, while for linear 
discriminant, there is one boundary with any possibly orientation.



Answers (III)

1. What is the main difference between supervised and unsupervised 
learning? Supervised learning relies on ground truth.

2. Classification is considered a task of (a) supervised learning, (b) 
unsupervised learning. It is typically considered as supervised 
learning.

3. Clustering is considered a task of (a) supervised learning, (b) 
unsupervised learning. It is typically considered as unsupervised 
learning.

4. Given a data base of customers, you need to decide whether a 
customer will leave or stay. Which learning task is involved? 
Classification (supervised learning).

5. Given a data base of faults in a system, you need to decide the 
likelihood of a new fault happening. Which learning task is involved? 
Regression (supervised learning).


